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Tiki survey interface (admin and non-admin) need to be modernised

Status
 Open

Subject
Tiki survey interface (admin and non-admin) need to be modernised

Version
23.x

Category
Feature request
Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature
Survey

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
     (0) 

Related-to
 tiki-admin_survey_questions.php could need some better interface - especially for multiple
choice

Description
The survey interface has been left behind and should be upgraded to bootstrap 4 standards.
https://surveyjs.io/Examples/Library/?id=bootstrap-material-theme&platform=jQuery&theme=mode
rn
https://webdesignerwall.com/wdw-snippet/bootstrap-survey
http://www.prepbootstrap.com/bootstrap-template/bootstrap-survey

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

https://dev.tiki.org/item7852-Tiki-survey-interface-admin-and-non-admin-need-to-be-modernised
https://dev.tiki.org/item374-tiki-admin_survey_questions-php-could-need-some-better-interface-especially-for-multiple-choice
https://dev.tiki.org/item374-tiki-admin_survey_questions-php-could-need-some-better-interface-especially-for-multiple-choice
https://surveyjs.io/Examples/Library/?id=bootstrap-material-theme&platform=jQuery&theme=modern
https://surveyjs.io/Examples/Library/?id=bootstrap-material-theme&platform=jQuery&theme=modern
https://webdesignerwall.com/wdw-snippet/bootstrap-survey
http://www.prepbootstrap.com/bootstrap-template/bootstrap-survey
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Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
7852

Created
Thursday 30 September, 2021 12:59:23 GMT-0000
by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

LastModif
Thursday 30 September, 2021 12:59:23 GMT-0000

Comments

Adrien 09 Oct 21 21:55 GMT-0000

Hi Bernard. Thank you for the request.

A junior developer would be in charge of resolving this.

Marc Laporte 10 Oct 21 03:23 GMT-0000

@Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist Are you saying that Bootstrap 4 classes were not assigned when we
did it for the rest of Tiki? Or that they were assigned but overall, surveys look old?

Both valid tasks but it's not the same skill set to address.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 10 Oct 21 06:36 GMT-0000

Both and/or partially.

It seems some parts has bootstrap class but from what I see this is not complete (or optimised) there
are many additional classes and it doesn't look good.

My doesn't look good definition:

Question and options look like one long list
Questions sections are not separated (need space)
Some options take a lot of space while text is short (optimisation) (mobile)
Some option are too hard to understand for non techies (radio button 1 to 5) so we add more text
to explain what should be obvious
We could "hide" the radio button or style it nicely as well as other check (a real check icon or
stars ?)
Style is stiff (barebone) and look web1.0 I copied some sample links but there are many to

https://dev.tiki.org/user11970
https://dev.tiki.org/user11970
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1606?display
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compare with.

PS: We have an option to have a multipage Survey (something very good for big surveys or to create a
test/training survey) but I couldn't have it to work.
It started well and at some point... pouf (multipage was gone).

Gary Cunningham-Lee 10 Oct 21 08:03 GMT-0000

The screenshot shows a combination of Bootstrap classes and places where they should probably be
used but aren't.

Maybe this is obvious, but just stating for clarity: the layout should be checked for legacy HTML and
CSS that can be replaced with Bootstrap methods and CSS classes. The goal is to use Bootstrap
HTML/CSS as much as possible and replace old one-off pre-Bootstrap constructions and CSS. Also, we'll
be upgrading to Bootstrap 5 pretty soon, so it might be good to look ahead and make changes that will
be supported by Bootstrap 5, if possible. Anyway it would be good to not replace what's there with code
that will need to be replaced again shortly, but actually even replacing unique legacy stuff with
standard Bootstrap 4 stuff will definitely make the upgrading it easier.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7852-Tiki-survey-interface-admin-and-non-admin-need-to-be-modernised
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